
WRITE A SHORT NOTE ON INDIRECT OR REPRESENTATIVE

DEMOCRACY ADVANTAGES

Representative Democracy (also called indirect democracy) â€“ is where Advantages of representative democracy,
especially as opposed to direct democracy, include that: their political preferences; representatives may not make make
themselves A Level Politics: Study Note Listing - Core Political Ideas - Liberalism.

The advantages and disadvantages of a representative democracy show us that, with balance, it can be an
effective form of government. So, the participation of the citizens is limited in taking important decisions and
formulation of policies. House of Representatives, one example of representative democracy Globally, a
majority of the world's people live in representative democracies including constitutional monarchies and
republics with strong representative branches. In a direct democracy where the public is involved in the
decision-making , the process is faced with major logistical challenges particularly if such a system of
government is practiced in a country with a large population. When operating as it should, it is a highly
efficient form of government. So even if you knew a politician once when he was young and enthusiastic and
he seemed quite a nice chap, a short time in government will thoroughly corrupt him. If the population is
dissatisfied with the performance of their elected official, they can vote to remove that person on the next
election cycle. Conclusion Direct democracy is a clear democracy that is appropriate for the countries where
population size is less. Complex issues can be sorted out by professionals. However, if the public wish
something to be made law or a certain policy to be seen through, but that it would be truly detrimental to the
country, it must be stopped by the government. Subscribe to email updates from tutor2u Politics Join s of
fellow Politics teachers and students all getting the tutor2u Politics team's latest resources and support
delivered fresh in their inbox every morning. Their wishes ought to have great weight with him; their opinion,
high respect; their business, unremitted attention. It can easily devolve into gridlock. The structure of a
representative democracy invites candidates to be less-than-forthcoming with their views and stances on
current events. A drawback to this type of government is that elected officials are not required to fulfill
promises made before their election and are able to promote their own self-interests once elected, providing an
incohesive system of governance. The elected officials in a representative democracy are supposed to
represent the people. The reality of a representative democracy is that no one actually knows how a
representative will vote until the vote is cast, as was seen when John McCain voted against healthcare reform
in the US Senate in  Rule for the people or of the people? A vote could be swayed by personal preferences.
Research on representation per se[ edit ] Further information: Representation politics Separate but related, and
very large, bodies of research in political philosophy and social science investigate how and how well elected
representatives, such as legislators, represent the interests or preferences of one or another constituency. Share
on Facebook Share on Twitter Share on Linkedin Share on Google Share by email Indirect democracy also
called representative democracy â€” is where citizens choose others to represent them, making important
decisions on their behalf. Direct democracy does not mean that we completely abandon representation since
this is simple impossible within modern states or the EU. Everyone has the chance to participate. As long as
you are eligible to vote, then you get to participate in a representative democracy. Advantages of a
Representative Democracy Countries which practice a representative democracy enjoy several advantages that
come with this system of government. The idea that people have to choose between these parties is surely
wrong for a democracy. Through a representative democracy, members of the public who may have limited
knowledge or having limited interest in the political affairs of the country are given the opportunity to elect
skilled representatives who are better placed to oversee and safeguard their interests. Although the costs are
lower in a representative democracy compared to a true democracy, there are still frequent votes which must
take place. They are just as susceptable to populist nonsense as anyone else. Simon de Montfort established
the earliest parliamentary democracy in the world after leading a successful revolt against the King of
England; King Henry III and creating two parliaments which became one of the best-formulated representative
democratic systems in history. Trusting politicians and bureaucrats to work for the good of the country is like
giving Tequila and car keys to teenagers and hope they'll bring back your car safely P. The electoral mandate
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representatives is flawed, as voters have to accept or reject a whole manifesto, not being able to make clear
which parts of it they oppose, and there is more information in this day and age for people to be able to make
better decisions. So, the citizens of the country have a direct say in the formulating laws and the affairs that
influence them. The voice of the people technically ends with the election. While direct democracy is best
suited for small countries, indirect democracy is good for large countries. Political issues can be exceptionally
complicated and take MPs a lot of time and consultation with experts to fully understand themselves, before
they can be considered informed enough to vote.


